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-Thickness of required concrete slab under new tiles not clear. 7 cm -10 cm depend on the topography 

of the floor 

-Grade of concrete to be cast in situ not clear. 25 MPa concrete air entrained Reinf. 

-Replacing of existing curb stone required or not. No replacement of the existing curb, but if one of the 

curb was damaged by the contractor, it should be replaced by him. 

-In case replacing of existing curb stone not required, painting of existing required or not, if yes, what 

kind of paint shall be used. Not required, but in case of damaging the existing curb, the replacement and 

the type of paint should be as the existing. 

-Is working at holidays permitted? Prior approval should be obtained if the contractor would like to work 

outside the official working hours 

-Is working at night permitted? Working hours are to be 0800 to 16:30. Prior approval should be 

obtained if the contractor would like to work outside the official working hours 

-Will water supply be arranged by embassy? Embassy will provide water supply. 

-Will power supply be arranged by embassy? Embassy will provide power supply. 

-Is there a base coarse under the existed slab on grade, if there is existed base coarse, what is the 

thickness it? Yes there is a base course under the existed slab on grade, the thickness is as per GAM 

great Amman municipality standard.  

-What is the thickness of the filling layer between slab on grade and tile mortar? 3 cm minimum  

-What is the thickness of the slab on grade (concrete layer thickness)? 7 cm -10 cm depend on the 

topography of the floor  

-What is the concrete grade required? 25 MPa concrete air entrained Reinf. 

-What is the type of tiles and tiles dimensions? Tiles are terrazzo tiles, and the dimension is 30 cm * 30 

cm * 3 cm 

-No quantities nor a sketch are provided for the work scope, which are essential for the job evaluation. 

The area where the replacement of the tiles will take place was clearly defined in the site visit. 750 

Meter square is only a rough estimate for the area of the tiles replacement, don’t assume it as a 

quantity to bid based on it, however the contract calls for replacement of the tiles that have defined in 

the site visit. The responsibility of the contractor to follow accordingly.   

-Is there a slab on grade under the existing walk ways? Yes There is slab on grade under the walk way  

-Will the water and power supply to be provided by the client? Embassy will provide water and power 

supply 

-Will there be steel doweling in the adjacent planter up stand and the curb stone? Question not clear  

 


